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Crisis: Great Reset = Fourth Industrial Revolution = WW III 
 

WHEN & WHERE: Here and now! It unfolds before our eyes.   
 

WHAT: Unbelievable as it sounds, we are dealing with comic book level villains, in a dystopian 

science fiction level crisis. Not enough people realize that the world is at its most critical 

juncture in all human history. We are in the 11th hour of a man-made extinction level event. So 

far it has been a silent war for our minds and behavior. Klaus Schwab, founder of the World 

Economic Forum (which dictates world economy), says of the Great Reset: this “technological 

revolution … is blurring the lines between the physical, digital, and biological spheres”.  
 

This euphemistic statement translates into a coup d’état upon freedom that we are seeing 

rapidly engulf the entire world: mandates and restrictions of physical activities, overreaching 

digital surveillance, and mRNA injections to modify our DNA. If passivity, denial, fear and 

apathy continue, humanity is about to experience enslavement like it has never before 

experienced throughout all of human history; to include money, behavior and thoughts. Do not 

passively accept the “new normal. Review the track records of recent crises-policies (problems-

solutions).  Each crisis is a pretense to enact a policy that removes more liberties.    
 

WHO: While everyone acknowledges “crime”, few have any tangible experience with the vast 

global criminal networks operating behind the scenes of every sector of society involving 

money and power; entire parallel societies of criminals operate right alongside law-abiding 

societies in every country. At the highest levels, global elites influence every aspect of our lives, 

through key billionaires who fund operations, executed by a “deep state”: legions of amoral 

minions, positioned at all levels of industry and government (who for various reasons, do as 

they are told without question). Look at the chaos flowing down through the entire hierarchy of 

the United States’ government.   
 

WHY: Power corrupts. Absolute power corrupts absolutely. Slavery never ended, it evolved.  
 

HOW: Currently, the world criminal cabals have decided to unleash chaos, in an attempt to 

create a “problem” for which they will offer a “solution”. The Great Reset was initiated with a 

false flag pandemic operation as a pretense for stripping liberties, and systematically 

dismantling free countries. Read Schwab’s COVID-19: The Great Reset. The world’s economy was 

stopped, and manufactured crises serve as pretenses to enact emergency policies that strip 

liberties. Countries are dismantled with chaos, inflation, shortages, racial wars, etc.  Success for 

the Great Reset requires that humanity do nothing! 
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